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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?

This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

The Jelly That Wouldn’t Wobble Early Reader

ISBN: 978-1-84886-225-8
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
It’s Princess Lolly’s 89th Birthday and she is holding a
banquet. The cook has made the most magnificent jelly,
however the jelly refuses to wobble! Everyone tries make it
wobble but the jelly is very stubborn! Finally the smallest
guest comes up with a solution - ice cream! The jelly begins
to shiver and quiver and finally wobbles.

Angela Mitchell & Sarah Horne

This Activity Pack is for:
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Can you remember the words from the story?

1. Princess Lolly             and             on her throne.

hopped / slumped wobbled / squealed wriggled / jiggled

2. “This             doesn’t             !” cried Princess Lolly in horror.

jelly / wobble   jelly / shout throne / wobble

3. “I will give a thousand and one                         to anyone who
can make this jelly wobble!” announced the Princess.

wobbly jellies          chocolate coins ice creams

4. “I’ll prod it with my                         !” said the oldest guest.

walking stick rocky table horrible face

5. The cook placed three scoops of                         ice creamp...

cookie crisp     mint choc     tutti frutti

6. “Now we can                         !” the Princess cried.

eat chocolate  eat jelly wobble jelly
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What is the missing letter?

1. “Where’s my spe        al jelly?” she asked.

2. Princess Lolly         uealed with excitement.

3. A royal tear rolled down her ch        k.

4. “I don’t WANT to be eaten!” gro        ed the jelly.

5. “Rock the table!” shouted the twin g        sts.

6. The guard fetched a wobbly old ladder and the roy        

ice cream scoop.

7. Soon it was quivering and qu        ing, trembling this way

and that.

8. “        LENCE!” cried Princess Lolly. There was an instant

hush.
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 wordsearch. 15-square. grid words laid out across-and-down. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  d

coins

guest

hush

jelly

ladder

princess

royal

scoop

Words:

shiver

throne

wobble

wonder
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Fill in the gaps:
1. wriggled / jiggled

2. jelly / wobble

3. chocolate coins

4. walking stick

5. tutti frutti

6. eat jelly

Fill in a letter:
1. ci

2. sq

3. ee

4. wl

5. ue

6. al

7. ak

8. SI

Answers

Wordsearch:
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